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SPIRITUAL NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCE Synopsis:Author Marion Rome almost died, and returned
to tell the tale. And the story she brings us? There is so much less to fear in life â€“ or death â€“ than
we think.In this frank and compassionate account, we hear how death doesnâ€™t really exist, it
doesnâ€™t take religion to get to â€˜heavenâ€™, and love is our ultimate purpose. We learn what it
feels like to experience life as a soul freed of its bodily constraints, once more aware of our true
place in the universe.Her near-death experience has led Marion to transform her working life, and to
put love first. She has also learned to forgive â€“ herself, for times when she has lashed out or let
people down, and those, even her own mother, who have hurt her badly in this physical
realm.Marion shares her NDE in detail, including her encounter with the super-loving souls that exist
beyond our everyday senses, and invites you to join her in seeing beyond fear, guilt and blame to
recognise the potential we all have to connect with universal love throughout our earthly lives.
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In many ways, this is one of the best NDE accounts I have read. The language and presentation are

clear, logical and easily accessible. It is not overly didactic or full of moralizing. The time she spent
examining Earthly places and qualities during her NDE is fascinating. I appreciate the level of detail
and the objective approach she brings to describing what she observes. I wish the story were
available in other formats so that I could more easily share it with friends.

This is a well written account of a lady's life-changing event, which gave me some much needed
further confirmation that we will see our departed loved ones again. I thoroughly enjoyed this book
and can't thank Marion Rome enough for writing it as it resonated with me on so many levels.

Good for you! I had the exact same experience you describe some 35 odd years ago, never talked
about it to anyone, and when I tried to, it all came out, sort of not making sense. Through the years I
came to realize that this experience is actually of such a nature that words cannot describe it. Any
case, one can see that you had some training behind putting your thought collecting into words, this
is the closest description of the experience I had, still vivid after all these years, that I have ever
read.Anyone out there wanting to lay down a foundation for your own research in what will happen
after your lay down your head for the last time in this body, please read this one, and believe me,
there are only two things you will take along home, LOVE and knowledge. Like the lady says!

I am going to give "Beyond Sight" a five star ratingâ€“not because it is was a great book, but an
honest reflection of each an every one of us. I generally read books and articles about NDE's when I
am in need of a spiritual revival. I find that the stories about people's experiences in the beyond to
be uplifting and they fulfill a need in me to refocus and re-access my life. At the moment I have just
learned that my youngest son (an adult) has reentered rehab for drug use and Marion's book has
given me pause to understand what I cannot change, but need to accept by not judging, but with
love and forgiveness. For that I am thankful. It met the purpose I needed.

This book hits all the right notes. Martin's real experience of the all consuming love of the light is
very uplifting. It is good for people to know what lies ahead and not to fear, but be excited and
hopeful. The light she encountered and the god of religion are not the same. The light is real and to
pass this unconditional love along is to be the greatest evangelist.

I gave this book a five star rating. It was very interesting and well written. We can all have
experiences that can change our lives. Her near death experience gives us all hope and happiness.

A well written book and many lessons learned. I highly recommend this book.

I read this coming home on a plane from Arizona to Chicago. I needed something riveting to hold
me because I can't stand being in a confined space I can't exit at will for several hours.Anyhoo, this
was a really good read. I love the author's honesty about who she was before the NDE and who she
became after. I absolutely loved the part when she looked at a flower and realized it had a soul. And
the love. Oh man, I love hearing about all the love on the other side.Every time I read about
anyone's NDE and the life review, it helps me treat others better. I've always pretty much put myself
into other people's shoes, but it really encourages me to step that up.I like the reminder that in the
end love is all that matters. It's easy to forget when our spirits are enveloped in a human container. I
can act out when I'm in pain, feeling injured by others, etc. I don't want to do that. At the very least, I
can walk away or not engage like the author does in response to her abusive mother.The book is
well-written and tells it like it is. Inspiring and recommended.

I am a person of a Contemplative nature. I have read many books about science (especially books
on about Quantum mechanics) and enjoyed them. I have by practice found Presence to be most
valuable as a response to my human condition. This short book deserves your attention. I found it
profound. I came to the same conclusion about Love being the basis of all consciousness before I
read this book, but I am grateful to the author, and Love for the opportunity to hear this account in
this lifetime.
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